AVENI DETECT

Transformational
efficiency
direct from the
customer voice
Driving automation, gaining fresh insight and
delivering actionable outcomes with the
latest in NLP innovation

aveni.ai
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Aveni Detect transforms
the cost to serve, customer
experience and compliance
automation.
Aveni is an award-winning technology
company that specialises in Natural Language
Processing (NLP). Our team of world leading
scientists and engineers are ushering in a new
era of speech analytics and automation.
Whether you’re a contact centre, financial
adviser, insurance broker or a utilities provider,
Aveni Detect can dramatically improve your
customer processes.

Our mission is to help
every business listen
and ensure every
customer is heard.

One platform, multiple outcomes
across your business
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Concerns, interests

PRODUCT SERVICE &
DEVELOPMENT
Insight for product
development

Expressions of
dissatisfaction
Complaints

Agent training

Achieve 100%
coverage

80% increase
in efficiency for
human assessors

Uncover customer
wants and needs

RISK & COMPLIANCE

ADVISER PERFORMANCE
& COACHING

Automate reporting
Flag complaints,
vulnerability,
conduct

QUALITY ASSURANCE

CUSTOMER
VULNERABILITY
Identify vulnerability
across 100% of calls

Identify knowledge
gaps, soft skills

Deliver personalised
coaching
opportunities

Embed FCA FG21-1
framework into
processes
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RISK MONITORING & COMPLIANCE

Smarter monitoring of 100% of
your customer interactions
We take the heavy lifting out of risk analysis by using AI to automate the
identification and assessment of vulnerability, conduct, complaints, financial
crime and more from customer interactions.
Aveni Detect doesn’t just flag these risks, we rapidly assess high risk interactions, highlight
the exact point in the call you need to take a look at, help you understand why it’s a risk and
provide you with the next best action either post-call or live.

Focus on what matters
Our monitoring platform doesn’t
just flag risk, it rates it, ranks it and
pinpoints the exact place in the
call that assessors need to look at.

Achieve 100%
Understand the risk to
customers and the risk to
your business across every
customer interaction.

aveni.ai

Understand more
Surface actionable risk
insight covering vulnerability,
suitability and agent
conduct in live, automated
dashboards
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We’ve embedded the FCA’s guidance
on the fair treatment of vulnerable
customers into our platform
Improve the identification and treatmentof vulnerable customers and gain
deeper agent insight, using the latest in bespoke speech analytics.

Identification of a vulnerable
customer

Continuously and
consistently treating
customers fairly

Aveni Detect analyses customers
interactions leading to an accurate and
automated method of identifying vulnerable
customers. Through our platform, you can
understand, from a population level, how all
vulnerable customers are treated.

Achieving consistency with large customer
teams is challenging. The subjective nature
of determining some vulnerabilities can
lead to two professionals assessing the
situation differently. By having a view of
100% of vulnerabilities you can surface any
differences in customer treatment.

Understanding vulnerable
customers’ needs

Demonstrating you’re
monitoring and analysing
the data

Aveni Detect gives you a deeper, richer
understanding of all your customer
vulnerability and associated needs across
100% of interactions. This provides invaluable
insight to product and service development.

Gain insight across whole populations
enabling you to test calls of high interest and
assess whether agents have handled the
calls appropriately. Resource can be directed
toward themes and trends that emerge from
the data, ensuring a rapid response to any
issues that emerge in treatment of vulnerable
customers.



Ensuring agents have the
right skills to identify and
serve vulnerable customers
How staff are trained to identify and treat
potentially sensitive issues and dealing with
people in challenging positions is imperative
to successfully managing vulnerability.



Real time measures to ensure
fair treatment

Aveni Detect creates a live feedback loop
between identifying vulnerability and agent
performance when dealing with a vulnerable
customer.

We can flag to agents, in-call, where
vulnerabilities emerge and to supervisors
when critical issues are discussed. This
represents a fundamental shift from second
line detection to first line prevention.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE

Realise 80% efficiency gains in
your QA process whilst drawing
insight from 100% of your
customer interactions.
Quality assurance can be both
costly and inefficient with most
large organisations covering just
1-2% of their customer interactions.
Aveni Detect introduces AI-driven
automation at all stages of the QA
workflow, significantly reducing the
time taken for each assessment
whilst ensuring that effort is spent on
the highest value interactions.

“

“

A QA process that used to take
90 minutes per case, now takes
15 minutes using Aveni Detect.

Machine assessment
of 100% of calls
Every call put through Aveni
Detect is assessed by our
NLP pipeline, identifying
dozens of insightful metrics.

Automatic selection

Rapid navigation

Our unique selection
algorithm automatically
allocates calls to the
QA team for human
assessment, based on
customer experience, agent
performance and risk.

Aveni Detect presents
all call attributes in a
navigation workflow
to support efficient
assessment.
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AGENT PERFORMANCE

Boost agent understanding
and performance through
voice-driven insights
Agent Performance helps you build higher performing teams by better
understanding what the gold standard looks like, giving you richer insights into
agent performance and offering more meaningful coaching opportunities.

“

Understand best in class
We ensure you can
accurately determine the
skill in skilful conversations
using metrics around
sentiment, knowledge gaps,
hold reasons, overlaps
and pauses, speaking
time, clarity, empathy and
language.

Deliver a better client
experience
Higher performing teams
results in more motivated
staff, better business
performance and increased
satisfaction amongst your
clients.

“

Frictionless coaching
Our coaching algorithm assesses
every call taken by an agent,
automatically selects calls with
the best training opportunities
and presents those to the
supervisor, for a frictionless
coaching experience.

My team were a little apprehensive at first, wondering what
the AI would surface but when we started using it they loved
it, it makes for a totally different coaching experience.
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Our approach is unique.
Our scientists are global leaders.
Our results speak for themselves.
World leaders in the field

Accuracy vs. human
assessor

Handling natural language in numerous settings, with multiple
topics and accents is challenging. Creating transformational
products takes the leading minds in the field. Our team of
scientists and engineers are regarded as world leading NLP
experts and are consistently ranked in the top 100 NLP Engineers
globally. 

Problem first approach
We know each company is unique. Your customers, culture,
products and processes create unique requirements, data
footprint and problems to solve. This tends to result in low RoI
for ‘off the shelf’ speech analytics. We start by understanding
the problem you’re trying to solve. We then augment Aveni
Detect with your data to deliver amazingly accurate results, an
approach that far outperforms off the shelf competitors. 

>95%

Complaints

>92%

Expressions of
dissatisfaction

>95%

Human+
‘AI in business’ is often about replacing humans, and sometimes
that is the case. But the real power of utilising AI in customer
processes is in enabling people to perform better. Aveni
Detect lets people do their jobs at the highest level. That means
automating low value activity and augmenting high value
activity. Improved individual performance results in improved
business performance and increased customer satisfaction.

Product
discussed

Efficiency

80%

Automated workflows
We replace manual, time-consuming and often random
sampling processes with automated selection algorithms.
Whether selecting the most appropriate cases for Quality
Assurance or the best learning opportunities for Agent
Coaching. Our Machine Learning algorithms learn based on
your input and present the optimal output so your teams never
waste their time.

improvement in
QA efficiency

Automated
assessment of

100%
of calls

Continuous learning
Continuous learning creates continuous improvement. Aveni
Detect takes input from all users to continually tune models and
improve performance the more the platform is used, creating
material competitive advantage over the long term.
aveni.ai
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Working with Aveni
couldn’t be easier...
The benefits you get from working with us in the short term are powerful.
Think lower costs, better efficiency and more valuable insights. But it’s the
longer term gains that you should get excited about. From the moment you
implement, models are trained on your unique data. You’ll start to benefit
from unparalleled insight that’ll let you to solve more problems across your
business, giving you that all important edge on the competition.

TRY IT

The proof is in the pudding. We want to show you how our cutting-edge
techniques can deliver the outcomes that you want. Just let us know, we’ll
set you up within 24 hours and you can upload calls and try Aveni Detect for
yourself - for free.

BUY IT

Aveni Detect off the shelf is a powerful tool. You can pilot it in a
frictionless way as our API-first architecture can connect to your
current systems or audio files can simply be uploaded via our
secure uploader.

BUILD IT

For larger partners, we like to work together,
leveraging our platform with your unique
data footprint. The good news is we’re
already 80% there. We tune our models
with your data for rapid prototyping.
Typically, within 2-3 months you can pilot
your bespoke version of Aveni Detect,
turning your vision into reality as we
achieve the last 20% together.
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Get in touch to learn how
Aveni Detect can
transform your
customer teams

Aveni is an award-winning technology company that specialises in Natural
Language Processing. Our team of world leading scientists and engineers have
developed a proprietary NLP pipeline that extracts context from customer
conversations. This powers a range of transformative product features,
including automated compliance monitoring, the identification of vulnerable
customers and performance management of call centre agents and advisers.

enquiries@aveni.ai
0333 016 5242
aveni.ai/detect

